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WHY WE OWN THE RSP AND NOT THE SPY……………….

 

Below is a snapshot of the 3.25% relative strength (RS) chart between the equal-weight S&P 
500 ETF RSP and the cap-weight S&P 500 ETF SPY, a relationship that we monitor regularly. 
Using just this chart, we are able to run an RS switching strategy between RSP and SPY. When 
this chart is in a column of Xs (highlighted in pink), it suggests positive RS for equal weight 
exposure through RSP and therefore, the strategy will own RSP. When the chart is in a column 
of Os (highlighted in blue), it suggests cap-weighted exposure through SPY is likely to 
outperform, and the strategy will then rotate out of RSP and into SPY. To create this RS chart 
yourself, simply pull up RSP’s trend chart and click on the blue “Chart” button under SmartChart 
on the left-hand side of the chart. You will automatically be redirected to the SmartChart tool. 
From here, click the RS Chart dropdown and type “SPY” into the Compare to box, “3.25” into 
the Scale box, and “30” into Years. A few observations from the graphic below:



• From 12/31/1994 – 2/12/2019, RSP has been favored over SPY on a relative strength basis 
for about 76% of the time.

• Only one of the column changes failed to produce outperformance in the RS switching 
strategy, which also happened to be the shortest-lived signal from 10/23/2008 - 4/16/2009, 
speaking to the adaptive nature of relative strength. 

• On a cumulative basis, RSP has outperformed the SPY by just over 226%; however, if you 
employed an RS switching strategy using the RS chart below, you could have greatly 
improved performance over buying and holding either ETF on their own as the strategy is up 
925.47% since 12/31/1994 (see graphic below). 

• The RSP vs SPY RS chart has been in Xs since April 2009, favoring RSP. Since then, RSP 
has provided a +44% margin of outperformance over SPY.




